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Military spec Gynoid Sensor Package

this is a sub article of Nyx Pine

The function of her Sensor package was first to allow her to perceive her environment and in that way
interact with the inhabitants she encounters and can speak to, and second when needed to, she can use
her sensors in a combat situation.

The specific Sensors are listed below.

Vision

Nyx’s optic sensor allows her to perceive her world around her. She was first given the normal vision
meaning she can see everything and everyone around her that was possible to see, but as a military
specialized Gynoid, she was given an additional vision based abilities which are listed below.

Normal vision1.
High powered Zoom2.
UV vision3.
IR, NV, as well as HUD4.
Geist interface implant5.

Auditory

Normal mode - sounds in the 20 Hz (cycles per second) to 20 kHz (20,000 Hz) (Basic human range)
Expanded mode - expands range up to 60,000 Hz +20 dB boost

Olfactory

Discriminatory, able to identify specific scents accurately.

Respiratory

Able to analyze the air that she intakes to identify specific gasses.
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Tactile

She has the ability to determine how much pressure she was exerting when she grips an object.

Nyx is capable of determining the temp of a specific object, or liquid, thereby she is able to decide
whether environment is safe or harmful for either herself or her comrades.

Vocal imitation

She is able to mimic the voices of anyone to suit any needs she requires.

OOC Notes

Charaa created this page

Ametheliana approved this article on 03/27/2019

This page was created because of my sense of needing a neat character page, so I put the this here.
Also, i am a rebel.
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